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Four years in the making:

Staff says ‘yes’ to new contract

» FILE PHOTO

» FILE PHOTO

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

years of negotiations that left Columbia’s
union feeling underappreciated, the college and United Staff
of Columbia College have come to a contract agreement, which
will now take effect following its Nov. 22 ratification vote.
US of CC, the college’s staff union, met Nov. 21 at Stage Two
auditorium in the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building to cast their
ratification votes on the recent collective bargaining agreement
between the staff union and the college. Additional polling places
were available Nov. 22 in the 623 S. Wabash Ave. Building and
the 916 S. Wabash Ave. Building for members who could not
attend the ratification vote meeting.
Of the 70 percent on campus full-time members voted, 98 percent of them voted in favor of the contract ratification, according
to Mary Badger, US of CC’s negotiations committee chair and
director of theatre facilities in the Theatre Department.
At the meeting, Badger led a discussion about the agreements
expressed in the contract.
US of CC Vice President Tanya Harasym, operations coordinator for the Learning Studio and adjunct professor in the
AFTER NEARLY FOUR

» FILE PHOTO

Humanities, History & Social Sciences Department, said the
agreement could not have come at a better time.
“It will do nothing but boost morale at a time where [morale]
is very low, when there’s been layoffs and things of that nature,”
Harasym said. “This is going to give people some renewed
hope in the administration and renewed dedication to
their jobs.”
More than 15 staff members lost their positions at the
college because of budgetary constraints, as reported June
6 by The Chronicle.
Cat Bromels, member of US of CC’s bargaining team and
contract support team and print services manager in the
Design Department, said the amount of time these negotiations have taken and the process of reaching an agreement
was “incredibly frustrating.”
“The amount of time it took was disgusting,” Bromels
said. “It really made a lot of people feel like their jobs
weren’t seen as worthwhile, seeing how the administration views the school and views our efforts toward
education.”
Bromels added that one aspect that made reaching a
contract agreement so difficult was having three different

SEE CONTRACT, PAGE 12
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Staff contract is victory for
union, college administration
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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A

fter approximately four years of
back-and-forth that included petitions, pickets, rallies and undeniable tension with the administration, the
United Staff of Columbia College’s bargaining team and the college came to an
agreement regarding staff contracts.
As reported on the Front Page, staff members had the chance to vote Nov. 21 and 22 on
whether or not to ratify the new contact. The
agreement, announced in a Nov. 17 email to
the union, is retroactive to Sept. 1, according
to US of CC president Nick Hoeppner. Of the
more than 70 percent of staff members who
voted in the ratification, 98 percent voted in
favor, as reported in the story.
The new contract includes simple
changes such as holiday breaks, as well
as larger issues that take a longer time to
negotiate such as retroactive and future
raises—something the union has fought for
alongside cost of living adjustments—and
better understanding of disciplinary and
job termination processes—something
that may have been helpful during recent
collegewide staff layoffs.
It can easily be argued that negotiations
for the union members’ contracts could and
should have been solved months or even
years ago—bargaining team member Cat
Bromels even called the amount of waiting
time “disgusting,” as reported in the front
page story. It is a positive step in the right
direction for the college and employee relations. Ratification of the contract is also a
positive step showing staff members’ willingness to work with the administration to
create a contract that is viable for both the
institution and the people who have to live
on the wages they earn.
Staff members who have long begged
for Columbia’s administration to respect
them would likely not stay at this institution
without some sort of validation; the new
contract can give them that.
During the Fall 2015 Semester at the
union’s rally in support of cost-of-living
adjustment, staff members predicted a
“brain drain” of employees if the ones currently working were not given a contract or
fairly compensated. A new contract could
also prevent such drastic actions.
Tanya Harasym, US of CC’s vice president, said the agreement and ratification
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could not come at a better time, as reported
on the Front Page, because of its ability to
drastically improve current morale.
Hopefully, the morale issues that come
with staff members’ extended bargaining
is something the college has always taken
into consideration as staff members worked
without contracts. It should have been especially considered because of recent morale
problems caused by events like enrollment
decline and summer layoffs. In addition to
these changes, there is a multimillion-dollar budget deficit that interim CFO Richard
Dowsek said would come out of savings from
employee-related expenses, as reported
Nov. 7 by The Chronicle. The decision also
followed staff concerns expressed outside
of an Oct. 18 bargaining meeting that the
college was “stonewalling” on the deal and
that the addition of the new Associate Vice
President of Human Resources Norma de
Jesus—one of several H.R. directors to work
on this project over the years—was
delaying
		
the process, which did not improve the staff
members’ view of the college higher-ups
working on the negotiations.
Knowing there is still a long way for the
college’s staff members to get the appropriate respect they deserve, Columbia’s labor
relations and human resources offices
should be commended for finally putting
some of these issues to rest. Now ratified,
the agreement is not only a win for the union
members, but also for the administration
and the entire college.
This contract that is several years in the
making shows that both parties are able to
work together and put major conflict aside
for the greater good.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Experts: Enrollment decline,
tuition increase is ‘vicious circle’
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO
CAMPUS EDITOR
AFTER PRESIDENT AND CEO Kwang-Wu
Kim recently announced a 4 percent tuition increase for the 2017–2018 academic
year, higher education experts said they
were concerned about the college’s financial state and stability.
As reported Nov. 21 by The Chronicle,
Kim announced in a Nov. 15 collegewide
email that full-time tuition will increase by
$990, totaling $25,580 per academic year.
In the same email, Kim announced
a new $150 technology fee for students
taking six or more credits, starting in the
Spring 2017 Semester, which he said will
be used to update and improve technology
at the college, such as wired and wireless
networking, digital learning, classroom
technology and other collegewide needs.
During the Spring 2016 Semester, as
reported Feb. 15 by The Chronicle, Kim
announced a 4 percent tuition increase
of $950 for the 2016–2017 academic year,
raising tuition to $24,590 per academic year.
Richard Vedder, director for the Center
of College Affordability and Productivity
and economics professor at Ohio University,
said he considered the 4 percent tuition
increase for the 2017–2018 academic year
“aggressive” and “dubious,” but not an outlier considering tuition increase trends in
higher education.
Vedder said although both increases
were announced early—the most recent
announcement coming four months earlier in the academic year than the 20162017 announcement—the college still
announced the increases during separate
academic years. He said he considered
the practice unusual.
For Vedder, higher education institutions with more prominent programs
like Northwestern University and the
University of Chicago could more easily
justify tuition increases than colleges like
Columbia, which he added have a “marginal
academic reputation.”
“[Colleges] like [Columbia] are—I don’t
want to say on a deathwatch—but some
are already in intensive care and others
are getting close,” Vedder said.
Jonathan Levert, junior cinema art +
science major and Student Government

Association representative to the board
of trustees, said he was not surprised by
the tuition increase because higher education institutions are businesses but added
he understands why some students are
upset about having to pay more especially
without the assistance of Monetary Award
Program Grants, which have not been
funded during Illinois’ budget impasse.
“It can feel pretty tough for a lot of students,” Levert said. “I get the frustration,
but at the same time, I get the increases, and
for a school like Columbia, which unfortunately doesn’t have an endowment in the
billions like Northwestern University [and]
the University of Chicago, the school does
need income to put back into its resources
[and] programs.”
Before the tuition increase was
announced, the college’s enrollment
reached a 20-year-low, as reported Oct. 3
by The Chronicle. Enrollment dropped 9.4
percent from the 8,961 students enrolled

In a Nov. 2 interview with The Chronicle,
Kim said cutting down administrative
positions is not a viable option.
“The school [student body] is shrinking,
but a lot of the administrative positions
have to be here,” Kim said.
Franke said Kim’s stance on keeping
administrative positions at the college
despite the continuing eight-year enrollment drop will have to be reconsidered at
some point.
“If you’re shrinking and shrinking, of
course your structure has to adjust,”
Franke said. “At some point, you have to
think about the administrative side, and
whether the numbers you’re employing
are still appropriate for students.”
According to a Nov. 22 emailed statement sent to The Chronicle from college
spokeswoman Anjali Julka, the college’s
decision to increase tuition was focused on
balancing attendance costs while meeting
the rising operation costs of the college.

“It sounds like a vicious circle. The
more you increase tuition, the more
enrollment drops, and the more enrollment drops the less revenue coming in,
which [makes the college raise tuition]
and enrollment falls again.”
RICHARD VEDDER

DIRECTOR FOR THE CENTER OF COLLEGE
AFFORDABILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

in the Fall 2015 Semester to 8,120 students in the Fall 2016 Semester.
Ray Franke, associate professor of higher
education in the College of Education at the
University of Massachusetts in Boston,
said Columbia is not alone in facing a continuing enrollment drop because many
higher education institutions across the
country are facing the same issue.
The number of administration positions
has increased nationwide because colleges
now have to comply with federal and state
regulations that require more administrative personnel, Franke added.

“Columbia is not alone in this regard,” the
emailed stated. “Other, similar institutions
of higher education across the country have
had to do the same. However, we continue
to explore different ways to generate funds
and reduce costs. Our goal is that students
experience a quality education in a creative,
diverse and effective environment.”
Kim and Bill Wolf, chairman of the
board of trustees, declined to comment
after numerous attempts by The Chronicle.
According to Vedder, the college should
start rethinking its strategy for increasing enrollment and begin implementing

alternative options such as reducing tuition, offering new and cheaper programs,
promoting online education programs or
pushing for a tuition freeze.
As reported April 27, 2015, by The
Chronicle, former Vice President of
Business Affairs and CFO Michelle Gates
said that although public colleges have
been able to implement tuition freezes,
Columbia does not have the funds to cover
these costs. Gates added that a tuition
freeze at the college would cause higher
costs for incoming students.
“Other institutions have found that they
have a significant enrollment drop because
students don’t want to come in,” Gates
told The Chronicle during the height of
the #SaveColumbia coalition—a faculty,
staff and student-organized group who
opposed changes across the college such as
the introduction of the Strategic Plan and
the elimination of the “First-Year Seminar”
course —in the Spring 2015 Semester. “I
don’t think we’re in a good position to look
at that until we stabilize enrollment, but
we need to look at ways at how we keep the
[tuition] cost down.”
Franke said the college is likely taking
more funds from students currently at the
college rather than gaining new funds from
incoming students.
“It sounds like the administration is
squeezing more money out of students
that are not necessarily coming in right
now in the numbers the institution would
need,” Franke said.
Franke advised the college to reach out
to populations who do not have a history
of attending the college, continue signing
agreements with two- or four-year institutions to increase the pipeline between
them, and to share faculty, staff, and
administrators with another institution
to reduce costs.
“The better and more innovative you are
in terms of finding solutions to [enrollment
decline], the better your chances are of
survival,” Franke said.
As for the college’s future, if enrollment
continues to decline and tuition continues to
increase, Vedder said he is not very optimistic that Columbia would keep its doors open.
For Vedder, the college administration’s
common practice of increasing tuition is
causing them the loss of students.
“It sounds like a vicious circle,” Vedder
said. “The more you increase tuition, the
more enrollment drops and the more
enrollment drops the less revenue coming
in, which [makes the college raise tuition]
and enrollment falls again.”
asalcedo@chroniclemail.com
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Faculty’s art installation to
be featured in CTA station
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
AS ONE OF four artists selected by

the Chicago Transit Authority, a
Columbia adjunct professor will

participate in the creation of new
art installations for several train
stops across the city.
Matthew Wilson, adjunct professor in the Art & Art History
Department was assigned the

» Courtesy MATTHEW WILSON
Matthew Wilson, Art & Art History adjunct professor and U.K. immigrant, was
selected by the Chicago Transit Authority to create an art installation at the
Diversey Brown line stop in Lakeview.

Diversey Brown Line stop in
Lakeview, one of the four selected
installation sites. Wilson said he
plans to create a mural or mosaic
tile piece that speaks for the past
and present community in the area.
Wilson said he plans to gather
information about the neighborhood and stories of immigration
by conducting interviews with
members of the community at a
future CTA public hearing about
the project.
At the hearing, the date yet to
be determined, Wilson said he
will ask attendees where they
were born and how it feels to live
in the neighborhood.
Wilson said he does not know
the exact location inside the station where he will be installing
the work, which will play a large
role in how the finished piece will
look. He added that he anticipates
starting work on the installation
in spring 2017.
Wilson said he sought the
commission, competing against
almost 350 applicants, because
the space allows a large and

diverse group to view and think
about his work.
“If you only work for art audiences, the specific ones that show
up at galleries, important though
that is, it is still a narrower group
of people that you could ... make
contact with in the public sphere,”
Wilson said.
Wilson’s project is part of an
initiative started by the CTA in
2011 to incorporate art by local,
national and international artists
into train stations according to
the CTA website.
“The addition of artwork to
rail stations and bus terminals
not only helps promote a friendly,
inviting atmosphere, it also helps
contribute to the identity of the
surrounding area,” according
to a Nov. 14 emailed statement
from CTA Vice President of
Communications Brian Steele.
Mike Bieniek, Lakeview resident of about 35 years who frequently uses the Diversey station,
said the neighborhood has a rich
history and he would like to see art
provide something educational

about the area he grew up in
instead of advertisements.
“I’ve lived within two blocks
of this place for a long time,”
Bieniek, a local jazz guitar
musician, said. “[The art piece]
could tell me something about
where I live instead of something about what someone in the
entertainment industry wants
me to know.”
Wilson, who emigrated from
the U.K., also plans on using the
installation to speak about the
value that immigrants from other
countries and other states around
the U.S. offer to culture.
“As an immigrant in this country, I really hope to find out where
this country, through all these
stories and this community, is at
right now,” Wilson said. “Half the
country believes this is a time of
upheaval and great anxiety. By
making this art, talking to people
and finding out where we all come
from, I’m hoping I get a sense of
hope and optimism back.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday November 28
Hip Hop Ensemble and R&B Ensemble: Performance
in Concert
Tuesday November 29
Men’s Ensemble in Concert
Wednesday November 30
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series
at the Conway
Jazz Guitar Ensemble in Concert
Pop Orchestra in Concert
New Music Ensemble and Chamber Music Ensemble
at the Sherwood
Thursday December 1
Latin Pop Ensemble in Concert
Student Piano Recital #6 at the Sherwood
Student Piano Recital #7 at the Sherwood
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» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
COLUMBIA’S DIGITAL LEARNING

Office recently contracted a
new online platform to replace
Moodle in the Fall 2017 Semester and filled five new positions
to continue development of
online education courses and
improve technology throughout
the college campus.
Robert Green, the new vice
provost for Digital Learning,
was appointed by Senior Vice
President and Provost Stan
Wearden on April 12 to improve
online education programs that
are supposed to increase enrollment and generate revenue for
the college, as reported April 18
by The Chronicle.
Green said Nov. 16 that
Columbia recently signed a contract to use Canvas, an online

Learning Management System,
and will put together a training
and development timeline for the
digital learning team.
The new hires for the Digital
Learning Office include Manager
of Programs and Instructional
Design Eric Bailey, an adjunct
professor in the Business &
Entrepreneurship Department;
Administrative Assistant Emma
Graham; Production Manager
Ross McNamara; and instructional designers Katherine
Kosinski and Kayla Jutzi. The
college is also seeking another
instructional designer, who
Green said he is hoping will be
hired by January.
Green said his biggest goal was
to bring in people who would support faculty with Canvas use.
“Canvas is a big piece of what
will help make us successful, but
more importantly is the team

we’re putting in place, the structure and a lot of the processes
we’ll be using with the faculty,
who are really the subject matter
experts that are going to help us
bring this to light,” Green said.
Development of courses on
Canvas will start in the Spring
2017 Semester through the summer, when the first courses will be
offered on Canvas. Green said he
hopes to have everything ready
and transitioned by fall 2017.
“One of the biggest things that
we are doing before we start
developing is doing a heavy-duty
amount of research,” Green said.
“We’re looking at where we’d be
successful, where we’d be best
suited in the online space, and
looking at the job market as
well so that there’s outcomes
in careers for these students
after they study with us in the
online environment.”
Green said all instructors will
eventually be using Canvas, and
all Moodle-based courses will be
converted onto Canvas as well.
The Digital Learning team will

» Courtesy ROBERT GREEN

need to ensure current courses’
existing content will still provide
the best learning experience possible, he added.
In a Sept. 13 interview with The
Chronicle, Green said Canvas will
open up Columbia to students
who are not physically on campus.
“The system will afford us the
opportunity to open Columbia

Vice Provost for Digital
Learning Robert Green
said Columbia’s switch
to Canvas from Moodle
will allow for a better
student experience
with online education.

up to another population of students,” Green said Sept. 13.
Mary Morley Cohen, associate dean for Academic
Programs at Northwestern
University ’s School of
Professional Studies, said
Northwestern uses Canvas and
also offers graduate degrees
fully online.

SEE DIGITAL, PAGE 12

Digital Learning progresses in
college’s online advancements

Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.
When making reservations
mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
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Students to debut Columbia’s
first late night talk show
» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER
DRAWING INSPIRATION FROM other
colleges and several popular late
night shows, students created
Columbia’s first late night style
talk show, showcasing student
talent and entertainment, according to the show’s creators.
Kate McDermott, a sophomore television major, and
Natalie Toland, a sophomore
theatre major, said they founded
“Columbia Tonight,” after learning
about University of Pittsburgh’s
late night show, “Pitt Tonight,”
“Columbia Tonight’s” first live
taping Nov. 18 was free for students and open to the public at
Stage Two of the 618 S. Michigan
Ave Building. The show plans to
air online Dec. 2, and the creators
hope to film new episodes every
five weeks. The episodes can be

found on the organization’s website, Facebook and YouTube.
“The purpose of ‘Columbia
Tonight’ is to give students seeking
a career in writing, producing or
marketing an opportunity to exercise their creative talents while
learning and experiencing the
implementation and production
of late night TV,” the creators said
on the show’s website.
According to McDermott, the
show’s executive producer, the student organization the produces the
show was approved in late August
and began advertising open positions early September. She said she
expected about 45 participants but
was speechless when 140 students
arrived to the first meeting.
“To see that so many people
shared a dream Natalie and I
had, and to see our idea of creating this and making something
any student can be involved in

really coming to life was exciting,”
McDermott said.
The show is produced using
the college’s television equipment
and plans to raise money through
fundraising and audience donations, McDermott said.
Unlike other Columbia TV
programs, “Columbia Tonight” is
produced completely by students,
offering them more creative freedom, Toland said.
“We have the freedom to be
creative and think differently, and

Columbia’s first student-run late
night show, “Columbia Tonight,”
had its first live taping Nov. 18.

we don’t have guidelines,” Toland
said. “These are all students who
might not have had their voices
heard before and now are able to.
This is revolutionary.”
Co-founder Toland, who is also
the vice president and host of
the show, said most of the executive board members, producers
and writers are female, which is
important to her because women
in comedy are often overlooked.
“I want to see more representation out there, so this is a great

way to start that,” she added. “Our
female voices are outstanding and
really are unrecognizable, so that
was something we really wanted
to focus on.”
Although she does not watch late
night shows currently on TV, Arely
Anaya, a sophomore creative writing major, said she is interested in
seeing “Columbia Tonight.”
“It would be interesting to see
something created from Columbia,
especially [having] a woman host,”
Anaya said. “I don’t watch too
many [late night shows] at all and
to see that [female representation]
would be a bonus.”
With four more shows planned
this school year, McDermott said
she is looking forward to their
upcoming tapings and hopes to
build viewership.
“We’re going to do our best to
make sure our show represents
Columbia and our city,” McDermott
said. “I hope that if Columbia students enjoy it, they’ll like it, share
it or want to get involved.”

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE

agarza@chroniclemail.com

YOU ARE
INVITED
TO AN
ADVANCE
SCREENING OF
Stop by the offices of
the Columbia Chronicle
located at
33 East Congress, Suite 224,
Chicago, IL 60605
for your chance to win a
pass for two to the special
advance screening on
Tuesday, December 6.
No purchase necessary, while supplies last. Void where
prohibited or restricted by law. A limited number of
passes are available on a first-come, first-served basis.
Seating is on a first come, first served basis. Please refer
to screening passes for all other restrictions. Limit one
admit-two pass per person. Screening passes valid
strictly for Columbia College Chicago students, staff,
and faculty only and are distributed at the discretion
of the promotional partner. Those that have received a
screening pass or promotional prize within the last 90
days are not eligible. This film is rated R for “language
and some sexuality.”

IN THEATERS DECEMBER 9
@MissSloaneMovie #MissSloane
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Alumna, Ms. Worldwide USA
Ambassador advocates for
mental health among youth
»CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

A

ngel Simmons, Englewood native
and 2009 alumna, said she applied
for the Live Out Loud Charity Ms.
Worldwide USA Ambassador pageant
thinking it would be a typical pageant
experience. But after learning about the
organization’s campaign to advocate
suicide prevention in schools, Simmons
realized she had the chance to tell the story
of a suicide that affected her high school,
and she could help prevent others from
experiencing the same trauma.
Simmons was crowned Ms. Worldwide
USA Ambassador in October by the LOLC,
a nonprofit organization focused on suicide
prevention, anti-bullying and core character
development in Chicago communities and
throughout the country. In 2015, Simmons
held the Illinois Ambassador title but was
awarded the national title this year from a
field of 100 other candidates. Simmons will
use her term to advocate mental health and
suicide prevention.
The Chronicle spoke with Simmons
about her new position, her history in
social work and why she advocates for
mental health.
THE CHRONICLE: How does it feel
to get the national position as compared with the Illinois one?
ANGEL SIMMONS: It is a greater
responsibility. I know I’m expected to do
more; I made over 30 appearances last year,
I held one fundraiser and maybe two educational awareness events, so this year I know
I have to do more.
My greatest accomplishment [so far]
would be to get back into Whitney High
School to speak [with current students]
because that is where this all started and
tell my friend’s story and being able to tell
how suicide affected the students.

Why was mental health a topic you
wanted to advocate for with the Ms.
Worldwide USA Ambassador title?
When I was a junior, there was a young
man that went to Whitney M. Young Magnet
High School who shot himself, and it was
something the school dealt with for about
two weeks. There was counseling available,
we had special assemblies, we got a chance
to meet his family and had a memorial service. But after those two weeks, no one ever
spoke of it again until his name came up at
graduation time a year and a half later.
That was something that really disturbed
me because there were so many young
people that were close to him, and nobody
wanted to address it; nobody wanted to talk
about it.
Why did social work interest you at a
young age?
[By] working with youth and youth ministry, I got the chance to see and work with
a lot of at risk inner city kids. I grew up in
Englewood; I worked with students who
were from Englewood. As an artist and a
teacher, I was able to watch how the performing and visual arts were an outlet for
them. It was a means for them to express
themselves and it was a way to get away from
the violence, to get away from the negativity,
to get away from the poverty, everything
that our communities were plagued with.
Art was just a form of therapy.
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How are the arts used in your work
as Ms. Worldwide USA Ambassador?
As an artist I talk about the arts and bringing [them] into the therapy process [as] your
form of expression and your outlet for your
stress. So I try to incorporate that when I’m
speaking as well.
[In college] I was always trying to combine [social work and art] and never really
figured out how to do one without doing both,
so I started doing both.

Angel Simmons, a 2009 alumna, will be advocating suicide prevention and mental health in
schools and colleges with her new position as Ms. Worldwide USA Ambassador, which was
awarded to her by the Live Out Loud Charity.

Why is it important to speak with
young people about mental health?
As a charity, we have been going to
middle schools, trying to reach students
before they got to high school. Personally,
I was trying to reach out to high school
and college students because they are high
stress populations.
One of the myths, even today and especially in schools, is that if you talk about suicide people will start thinking about suicide;
it is the complete opposite. People need to
know they can express themselves, and say
how they are feeling. It’s not something that
puts a thought into your head, but actually
gives you a chance to reach out for help.
Why is it especially important to
speak to students who come from low

income areas about mental health and
suicide prevention?
If you don’t address the roots, you never
get to the outcome, you never get to the
issue. [The schools are] not addressing the
students that are hurting, the ones that
are living in poverty and barely making it
to school.
I never thought I grew up in poverty, but I
grew up without a lot of things. My mother
worked every day, but we still struggled. I
know what it is like to go to Columbia and
not be able to afford your books. And you’re
the only one in class who doesn’t have their
book yet because that book was $100. I know
that feeling, and it is terrible. There are a lot of
students struggling, we just don’t address it.
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

Professor explores Chicago
with adult coloring book

CAMPUS

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
“The Chicago Coloring Book: Iconic Landmarks and Hidden Gems” designed by Chris Arnold, an
associate professor in the Design Department, became available this month in stores and online.
» AMELIA GARZA
CAMPUS REPORTER
A COLUMBIA FACULTY member's new adult
coloring book was designed to bring Chicago's historic architecture and landmarks to
life by venturing into a new art form.
Chris Arnold, an associate professor in
the Design Department, began creating “The
Chicago Coloring Book: Iconic Landmarks
and Hidden Gems" at the end of May with
Agate Publishing Inc.
Trying to transform familiar locations
into designs and finding new gems in the
city, Arnold said he looked at the city both
as a local artist and as a tourist.
Arnold said he was thrilled to be part of
this project and transform Chicago into art
that can be enjoyed by a wide audience.
“I love the idea that the book is something special for the city,” Arnold said. “I
felt really honored that I was able to do this
as an illustrator.”
Arnold is an illustrator and fine artist,
but said this is the first coloring book he has
created. He added he had to let go of architecture rules and think more artistically to
create a successful design.
“There isn’t necessarily a rule to this,"
Arnold said. “Once I started purging that
idea out of my mind, I started to realize it’s
really important to give [the user] a very
nice guide through line work and movement
and try to give them a sense of location, as
opposed to these complete works of art.”
"The Chicago Coloring Book" was published Nov. 8 and is available for purchase
at book retailers and online.
Doug Seibold, president of Agate
Publishing Inc., said “The Chicago Coloring
Book” is also the company’s first venture
into the realm of coloring books. He added

that the book is part of its Midway Books
imprint, a section of publishing completely
devoted to Midwestern topics and authors.
“['The Chicago Coloring Book'] was our
attempt to do something within our Midway
imprint, [that] would be Chicago-focused,
[and] we hoped would take advantage of one
of the biggest phenomenon in the publishing
industry over the past two years,” Seibold
said, referring to adult coloring books.
Morgan Krehbiel, design and production
manager at Agate Publishing Inc., who was
in charge of finding an illustrator for this
project, said she hand-selected Arnold for
the job after viewing his online portfolio.
“I wanted something that was really clear
and defined,” Krehbiel said. “As soon as I saw
Chris’ work, I knew I wanted to work with
him. It was just like the heavens opened up.
[I thought], ‘This is exactly what I want.’”
Krehbiel added that the first piece of artwork she saw of Arnold’s was a drawing of
New York City's skyline. She said his art
had everything she was looking for—strong
line work that clearly depicted the subject.
From iconic landmarks including the
Cloud Gate sculpture, commonly known
as "The Bean," and the Willis Tower, to signature foods like Chicago-style hot dogs
and deep-dish pizza, Arnold said he tried to
encapsulate all that makes Chicago great.
“What I didn’t know until I got into the
project was how much I really connected
with the city and how important the city
is to me personally and how important the
city is to both the person that visits here and
a person that’s lived here their whole life,”
Arnold said. “My hope is that this book helps
those kinds of people connect with their city
in ways they didn’t know [before.]”
agarza@chroniclemail.com
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Socialist club politicizes
students, advocates for change
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER
STUDENTS RECENTLY OPENED a
chapter of the national Socialist Alternative organization at
Columbia to politicize students
and promote activism.

Ryan Hartson, a senior creative
writing major and vice president
of the group, said he worked
with junior cinema art + science major and group president
Sarah Gonser to start Columbia’s
Socialist Students organization
after learning about the Socialist
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

Socialist Students was created as a chapter of the national Socialist Alternative
organization to give a voice for young people to promote progressive ideas,
according to Clark Nguyen, a member of Socialist Alternative.

Alternative’s initiative while
attending its national convention
in Denver, Colorado in June.
Hartson said he thought
Columbia was well-suited for the
organization because art schools
historically lean left politically.
“We felt like we could come on
campus and immediately have
a certain amount of success,”
Hartson said.
Clark Nguyen, a member of the
national Socialist Alternative
organization, said the initiative
began after many young people were upset by Vermont Sen.
Bernie Sanders’ loss in the primaries earlier in the year and did not
see an outlet for progressive ideas.
Columbia and the University of
Illinois at Chicago are currently
the only schools with a Socialist
Students organization in the city.
Hartson said Columbia’s apolitical character was seen as a
boon to starting the chapter.
“Because no one else is there,
it does make it a little easier
for you to get your foot in the
door,” Hartson said. “People are

thinking about politics more and
more as events in the country get
more tumultuous. Just because
there aren’t political organizations at Columbia doesn’t mean
there’s not a political portion of
the student body, so we feel like
we’re going to have an opportunity to build out of all of that.”
Socialist Students joins
another recently created political student group, the Columbia
College Democrats, a chapter of
the national College Democrats
organization, as reported Nov. 7
by The Chronicle.
Socialist Students plans on
holding monthly meetings in
addition to the ones that have
already taken place, including a Nov. 3 event titled Who
Should Progressives Support?
at which the group endorsed
Green Party candidate Jill Stein
for president.
The group also hosted a Nov. 8
Election Night party and a Nov. 17
event titled Build the Resistance
Against Trump. They also plan to
be involved with the Black Lives

Matter movement and support
opposition to the Dakota Access
Pipeline, Hartson said.
Gonser said the group has also
had sign-up tables around campus and created a list of about 300
potential members so far.
“We’ve had students come up
to our tables and say ‘Wow, I’ve
been looking for a group like this
on campus,’ so that’s been super
exciting to get confirmation
that what we’re doing is being
accepted,” Gonser said.
Hartson said he considers mass
movements the only way to create
social progress and said people
should be aware of the power in
creating change.
“For students who aren’t
looking at politics right now, we
would say to them: ‘Think about
everything in your life you’re
aggravated about. One way or the
other, it has a political character
to it,’” Hartson said. “‘Why not get
involved and fight back against
the oppression you see?’”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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heads of Human Resources
throughout the four-year negotiation process, because each new
head would change the previous
tentative agreements.
Emily Sperl, digital archives
assistant for the Library’s college
archives who attended the Nov.
22 ratification voting, said this is
a step in the right direction after
the union going so long without
a contract.
“A lot of people were starting
to feel underappreciated without
getting a cost of living adjustment,” Sperl said. “[The contract]
is a really positive thing. We’re
really making steps and the college is really demonstrating that
they care about the well-being of
their staff.”
The contract defines terms that
were previously unclear, such as
the job elimination process, the
disciplinary process and what
it means to be a staff member at
Columbia, Badger said.
“We all know what our obligation is [now],” Badger said. “The

staff has an obligation. Human
Resources and the school has
an obligation to us, so that is all
well-defined at this point with
a clock on it; a clock that we all
agree to.”
Other highlights from the contract include two separate salary
increases of 2 percent; a signing bonus of $500 for full-time
members and $250 for part-time
members; and retroactive payment increases of 2 percent from
Feb. 1 to Aug. 31, as reported Nov.
21 by The Chronicle.
Active employees will receive
these payments within 30 days
of contract ratification, according
to US of CC’s contract summary
provided to members.
According to Badger, this is US
of CC’s second contract with the
college. She added that although
she is pleased with the outcome,
there is still a long way to go.
The union is interested in
consistent salary increases and
general respect and recognition,
Harasym said. She added that
recognition can be seen by the
college providing staff fixed

holiday breaks and “Summer
Fridays,” which allows them
Fridays off during the summer.
Bromels said the return of
“Summer Fridays” would be a
perk that will make working
overtime less of a burden.
Penny Rajczyk, admissions
counselor for the Undergraduate
Admissions Office, said it is
important for staff members to
come together.
“Unions are only as strong as
their membership. The more
membership support we have,
the more voices we have [and]
the stronger we are as a college
as well as a group of staff and
faculty,” Rajczyk said.
Although the contract negotiation spanned four years, Harasym
said this all feels very sudden, and
US of CC is pleased the negotiation is complete.
“We’re happy to be at this point
and we’re happy for our members,” Harasym said. “We hope
everyone takes a collective sigh
of relief and happiness from this.”
agarza@chroniclemail.com
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In order for an online platform to
be successful, Cohen said it must
Cohen said online programs allow engagement between stugive students who may have prob- dents and faculty, video uploading
lems attending classes an option. and provide familiar tools.
“We have older students who are
Levin said she hopes the switch
working and can’t quit their day to Canvas will still allow her to
job to go to grad school,” Cohen have access to past files posted
said. “It’s gives them a really good, onto Moodle, adding that indihigh-quality education while still viduals collegewide need to learn
staying in their local communities.” the system.
Canvas is more user-friendly
“The only way to make [techand secure than Moodle because nology] great is for everyone to be
it does not require any upgrades fully educated on how to use it to
or downloads, Green said, adding its full extent,” Levin said.
that Moodle requires expensive
Green said instructors will
custom programming to create be developing courses with the
what Canvas already offers.
instructional designers to best
“[Canvas] is easy for faculty understand how to teach in
who don’t have a lot of experience Canvas and more intensive trainwith building online courses to ing initiatives will be put in place
build good-looking, easy-to-ac- for campus-based programs.
cess online courses,” Cohen said.
Canvas will allow students to
Zoe Levin, a junior education have a high-level and artistic expemajor, said she used Canvas at rience, he said.
Bellevue College in Washington
“Canvas will allow us to create a
state before transferring.
product we can be happy with [and]
“Canvas was very user-friendly... will create a high-level, artistic
Moodle is very complicated and it user experience,” Green said.
doesn’t make sense where things
are,” Levin said.
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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iO Chicago uses improv for storytelling in new show ‘Ficticious’ » Page 17

featured artist

Former drummer of The Cure Lol Tolhurst is unveiling his new memoir
in Chicago Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, including a show he will DJ at Pleasant
House Pub, 2119 S. Halsted St Dec. 1.

» Courtesy SCOTT WITTER

The Cure founding member
shows Chicago new memoir
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

L

ong before British punk rock band
The Cure broke records and influenced the punk rock music world,
former drummer and co-founder Lol
Tolhurst promised himself he would write
a book one day.
Twenty years later, Tolhurst finally
completed his goal with the Oct. 11 release
of his memoir “Cured: The Tale of Two
Imaginary Boys.” In the memoir, Tolhurst
gives a first-hand account of the creation
of The Cure, his relationship with lead
singer Robert Smith and life after he left
the band.
As part of the release, Tolhurst is
traveling the U.S. on a promotional
book tour through Spring 2017. He will

chronologically. There’s a scattershot of
things, and so in some parts of the book,
I had to sit down and do some research
and go scour the internet to try and find
out if my memory correlated with the
time frame. The third part is really what
happened to me after I left The Cure and
brings you up to date with how life is [now].
There is a lot of angst and destruction in
that part, but there is also a lot of creation
and redemption.

be discussing his memoir at Chicago’s
Soho House, 113 N. Green St., Nov. 30 and
the SAE Institute of Technology, 820 N.
Orleans St., Dec. 1. Tolhurst will also DJ
at Pleasant House Pub, 2119 S. Halsted
St., Dec. 1.
The Chronicle spoke to Tolhurst about
revealing this previously unknown side of
his life to the public and what he learned
writing his first book.
THE CHRONICLE: Why did you write
the book after all the success from
The Cure?
LOL TOLHURST: [The Cure] was not the
main reason to write it. I really wanted to
do it, more than anything else, because I
had always wanted to write a book. I have
a tattoo on my shoulder of two feathers
crossed as writing quills, so I knew I was

going to write it a long time ago.
I got to a point in my life when I wanted
to reflect and explain my life to myself
because otherwise, all you are doing is
going along full tilt and living life but
not really examining what happened or
where you went or where you want to go.
It felt like a good time to do that. I don’t
think I could have done it in my 30s or
40s because I would not have had enough
perspective on it at that time.
What was the most challenging part
of writing the book?
The book is divided into three parts and
the first part is really stuff that nobody
knows except myself and [Smith] and
maybe a couple of other people. That was
the most enjoyable part for me to write in
lots of ways because it was like reliving
my teenage years. The second part, which
is the part The Cure fans will know, was
the hardest because it’s a story about
what I remember. When you remember
things, memories don’t always come out

What did you learn through the process of writing?
Well, I learned to write a book. I’m not
saying that to be facetious, but the process
only came gradually. I thought to rent
myself a little office away from my house
because if I try to do it from home, I am
going to sit there and go, ‘OK, what’s for
lunch?’ So I went to my little office, even
though it’s only a mile from my house. I
would go there every day for four or five
hours a day and at the end of the day I
would have 1,000 or 2,000 words, if I was
lucky. But if you keep doing that, you have
enough for a book.
I live in Los Angeles and I have been
for 32 years, and I was driving around
one day and saw an advert[isement] on
the side of a bus, and it said ‘The secret to
good writing is… writing,’ meaning that
you have to get down and do it. It has been
the most creative thing I’ve done since I
left The Cure.
How do you feel now that your life
story is out for the public to read?
It’s got a life of its own now. It’s something
that is really gratifying because I spent a
long time on it—probably the best part of
two years solidly—and now I have this
extended book tour. I wanted to do that
because the strength of this book is to
be able to go and show it to people and
identify it with their particular lives and
how things affected them. It has given me
a whole new lease on life.
What do you hope The Cure fans will
take away from this book?
I would hope they see me in a new light.
It is kind of weird but sometimes people’s
view of me is heralded by previous events,
but also from 25 years ago. I don’t know
anybody who is the same as they were
25 years ago. [The memoir] helps to dispel
notions and bring everyone up to date
[with my life], but most Cure fans have
been really supportive of the book and
have been happy about it, which is absolutely great.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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FUTUREBIRDS
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Netflix calls out its subscribers,
then asks for their views

E

ach episode of Netflix's series
"Black Mirror" is centered
around a different world, not
too different from our own, and
provides social commentary on
what the near future may look like if
technology advances irresponsibly.
The show was created by writer and
producer Charlie Brooker in 2011 who
was inspired by "The Twilight Zone" to
create a modern commentary on technology invading society, according to an
Oct. 20 NPR interview with Brooker.
Originally a British show that
aired on Channel 4, Netflix signed
on to take over the show for 12 new
episodes. Six episodes were released
as the third season Oct. 21, with the
remaining six to be released for the
upcoming fourth season, according to
a Sept. 24, 2015, Netflix press release.
As a continuation of the show's social
commentary, on Nov. 18 Netflix released
a promotional video for its third season,
which was too meta for its own good.
In the promotion, different people in
different settings—including a train, the
beach and next to an elderly person's
hospital bed—are shown staring blankly
off into the distance, wearing what looks
like Netflix-brand contacts with a white
lens and the Netflix logo in the middle.
The promotion then shifts perspective
to show the viewer what the people
are seeing: a Netflix homescreen and
episodes of "Black Mirror" streamed
straight to their contact lenses. The
video shows a red, glowing implant
in the people's necks that apparently
controls the Netflix contacts, which
use a sort of holographic projector
to privately broadcast the media the
user chooses to watch. The scenes are
broken up by text that asks, "What if
the things you love could always be
with you?" and tells the watcher, "Your
life is a story. Get out and watch it."
It is understandable what Netflix is
trying to do with the promotion: make
a play on the overarching technology-controlled-society theme of the show

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
8 p.m.
$12–$14, 21+

Tuesday, Nov. 29

PARTYNEXTDOOR &
JEREMIH
Aragon Ballroom
1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
7 p.m.
$55+

Wednesday, Nov. 30

while making it relatable to viewers and
Netflix subscribers. But it doesn't work.
The video is beautifully filmed and
edited, but it looks more like a short art
film made to call out young people for
being too reliant and accepting of technology than a promotion for a TV show.
Commenting on how media- and
Netflix-obsessed people today are and
telling them to stop watching is an
ironic and counterproductive move for
a media content production company
that wants people to continue to use the
service. It is especially contradictory
considering the pseudo-art film ends
with an outright ad for "Black Mirror,"
telling viewers there are "13 stories
now streaming" only on Netflix.
Netflix tried to do something witty
with this promotional video but tried
way too hard and ended up playing itself.
The countering messages the video projects do nothing but confuse watchers.
Should they unplug from Netflix and
watch their own lives, or make sure not
to miss new "Black Mirror" episodes?
It also paints a picture of the future of
Netflix—called Netflix Vista in the promotion—and gets viewers excited for a
time when they can watch their favorite
shows on their daily train commute without bothering other passengers, as long
as they can ignore the blatant accusation
that they are too subservient to avoid
becoming reliant on the device and never
again communicate with each other.
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FROM THE FRONT ROW

Rap artist Slug, from hip-hop
duo Atmosphere, paused to
tell the Nov. 21 crowd to be
happy during one of his songs
at Concord Music Hall, 2047 N.
Milwaukee Ave.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
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View Chicago’s neighborhoods
through website’s fresh eyes
After starting it in September,
Sofianos’ wife Eleanor Sweeney
decided to help by editing interTIRED OF MISCONCEPTIONS and views and taking photographs.
assumptions being made about
Duo Sofianos and Sweeney
Chicago neighborhoods, Ander- completed three profiles on
sonville resident Jason Sofianos Andersonville, Greater Grand
created a project to shed light on Crossing and Little Village, which
the real Chicago.
wrapped up Nov. 14. He said he
After researching Chicago’s plans to rotate between Chicago’s
architectural and cultural his- North, South, and West sides as
tory, Sofianos created the “City of well as some suburbs. More locaNeighborhoods Project,” a travel tions will be added regularly.
website that highlights neighborSofianos started with his own
hoods and their businesses and neighborhood as a test model and
organizations. The website, which interviewed 15 people from the
includes interviews and pictures community who support the local
of neighborhood residents, gives economy and contribute to minipeople an authentic perspective mizing ecological footprints. Some
of Chicago and distinctive sites of the businesses include KOVAL
and locales, Sofianos said.
Distillery, the Swedish American
“I was struck by how much of the Museum and the Andersonville
city is absent from blogs, websites Sustainable Community Alliance.
and newspapers featuring Chicago
Michael Ashkenasi, sustainabildestinations,” Sofianos said.
ity director of the Andersonville

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» Courtesy JASON SOFIANOS
Chicagoan Jason Sofianos created the City of Neighborhoods Project to showcase
Chicago’s unique neighborhoods and their cultures, such as Little Village.

Sustainable Community Alliance,
was part of the project and said it
portrays organizations working
well within the community.
“It is serving to highlight communities at the local level and especially neighborhoods that may not
be as fortunate as Andersonville
in terms of the press giving [them]
that attention,” Ashkenasi said.
One such neighborhood is
Sofianos’ second chapter of the
project: Greater Grand Crossing,
published Oct. 10. The website

highlights seven organizations
working in the neighborhood,
including the Gary Comer Youth
Center, 7200 S. Ingleside Ave.
Director of the youth center
Ayoka Mota Samuels said the “City
of Neighborhoods Project” balances out the amount of negative
press the South Side receives and
shows its diversity.
“It gives us an opportunity to further explain [the neighborhood]
and expose others that may live
in Chicago or not,” Samuels said.

“It gives us some understanding in
particular for South and West side
communities. The South Side is
made up of several neighborhoods
and they all have their own values.”
Sweeney said that despite the
challenges in getting information
from sources and the time-consuming production, the project
has been gratifying and she has
experienced new parts of Chicago.
“When you put in the time
and research and see it all come
together at the end, it is pretty
amazing,” she said.
Sofianos said interacting with
the local businesses and hearing
people’s stories is engaging and
helps him learn more about the
area. Sharing ideas puts a human
face to the community, he said.
“Some people dismissively talk
and write about large parts of the
city” he said. “There seems to be
this repeated narrative for certain
neighborhoods and parts of town.
These places deserve to have more
than just one narrative.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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iO Chicago lets creative
fiction run the show
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
ON THE FOURTH Wednesday of
every month, literature and theater fans can find a unique combination of fiction and improvisation at one of Chicago’s most
notable comedy centers.
iO Chicago, 1501 N. Kingsbury
St., began hosting “Fictitious:
Where Fiction Meets Improv”
earlier this year. Co-producer
Katie O’Reilly and co-creators
Shelby Plummer and Brad Pike
rifle through submissions of various genres to find the 800–1,000
word pieces improvisers will bring
to life.
By combining the literary and
improv worlds, “Fictitious” brings
light to a medium of writing that
has become a lost art form, according to O’Reilly. Although both

as an improvisor to get to be a part experience is a good opportunity
of a show where the audience is for up-and-coming writers.
“It’s good to network with peopatient like that,” Savage said, who
ple
your age who are interested in
tries to ground the audience with
the
same thing [as you],” Schwark
relatable characters, especially
said,
who graduated with a crewhen the work is unrealistic.
ative
writing
degree from DePaul
improv and fiction come together
McKenzie Schwark, who conUniversity
in
2015.
for the show, O’Reilly said fiction tributed two pieces titled “The
Schwark
said
she does not write
is the main focus, and the impro- Thing That Makes The Light Go
a
lot
of
fiction,
so
having a supportvisers are there to celebrate the Clink” and “The Day The House
ive
environment
and seeing her
world the author created.
Fell Down,” said the “Fictitious”
“[‘Fictitious’] is the type of [show]
where if you walk in mid-show you
would still find it funny or relate
to it,” O’Reilly said. Improvisers
listen for small details that could
be used to develop ideas off of later,
which can create an “inside joke”
that builds a sense of community
with the audience.
Catharine Savage, an improviser
with iO and “Fictitious,” said the
variation of writing styles makes
each show unique. Improvisors
hear the story along with the
audience and take small details
» Courtesy FORESTT STRONG LAFAVE
like character names to build on
the story.
“Fictitious: Where Fiction Meets Improv,” a monthly show at iO Chicago, incor“[The show] takes some active lis- porates fiction and improvisation to create a unique experience, according to
tening, which is really rewarding co-producer Katie O’Reilly.

work improvised took pressure off
reading her piece aloud.
“The nice thing about improv is
it works best when you respond
organically and naturally to the
first thing that comes out of your
mouth,” said Kristen Tallon, an
improviser in the show, who added
the improvisers are able to lean on
the writers because they are doing
most of the live work in terms of
generating ideas and characters.
The more serious writings are
treated delicately, but if an improviser can make the piece more
playful while still being respectful,
it releases the audience’s tension,
Tallon said. She added the show
is exciting because actors get to
celebrate writers in a unique way.
O’Reilly, who began as an intern
at iO this year, said any writer can
submit to “Fictitious.”
“It’s really cool seeing [exposure
to fiction writers] expand throughout the city,” O’Reilly said. “It’s like
you get a new nugget of wisdom
every time you leave the show.”
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com
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» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Thousands of Chicagoans gathered on the Magnificent Mile Nov. 19 to celebrate the start of the holiday season with the 25th anniversary of The BMO Harris Bank Magnificent Mile Lights Festival and Parade.
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brand new
apartments
coming
summer
2017!

LoVe wHere
You LiVe.

COMMUNITY AMENITIES
club, game & media rooms
Café With Free Single-Serve Coffee Maker
Tech Hub – Quickly Connect Online
& Enjoy Free Printing
Lounge Areas | Study Lounge | High-Speed
internet & wi-Fi 24-Hour Fitness center with
cardio & weights
outdoor terraces with gas grills, Fire pit,
Indoor/Outdoor Fireplace & Large Screen TV
Sky Lounge & Terrace with Panoramic
Views Of The Chicago Skyline
Indoor Bike Storage & Repair Station
ground Floor retail
24-Hour Emergency Maintenance/ Management
Secure Parcel Delivery Area at Main Lobby
controlled building access

APARTMENT AMENITIES
Modern, Fully Furnished Units with
Floor to ceiling windows each bedroom
Has it’s own bathroom
Luxury Finishes Including Quartz
Countertops & Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer & Dryer In Unit
Flat screen 40” HdtV with robust
Cable/Internet Package
Gear Wall | Walk In Closets

LIVE AT: 30 EAST BALBO AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60605 LEASE AT: 400 SOUTH DEARBORN CHICAGO, IL 60605
331-256-5131 | www.30EastApts.com | For more info text 30EAST to 47464

@30Eastapts
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‘Siri, do everything!’
The future of the interconnected world
Story by Jonathon Sadowski

L

Illustrated by James Tsitiridis

ike something out of “WALL-E,”
smart gadgets and gizmos are
poised to invade every aspect
of life, leaving some fearful of a
dystopian nightmare and others excited
for an automated future. While not quite
to the level of “The Jetsons,” a handsoff lifestyle is becoming more and more
achievable with smart ovens that cook
on their own, pillows that track sleep
patterns and washing machines that can
be operated using a smartphone app.
Companies have embarked on elaborate marketing campaigns to push the
latest artificial intelligence innovations
such as Amazon’s Echo, Microsoft’s
Cortana and Apple’s Siri, but A.I. has
already become embedded in everyday
objects; this concept has been dubbed
the “Internet of Things.”
Though there is no general consensus of how interconnected the home of
the future will be, there is an undeniable trend toward embedding internet
technology into even the most basic of
household items. Gartner, a technology
research firm in Stamford, Connecticut,
estimates there will be 6.4 billion IoT
devices in use worldwide by the end of
2016, up 30 percent from 2015.
Some products look to solve simple
issues, while others look to figuratively
reinvent the wheel.
Max Wu, co-founder of Vinci, a company currently running a Kickstarter
for its A.I. headphones of the same
name, said his product is designed
to solve the problem of being forced
to look down at a smartphone or MP3

player to switch songs and adjust
the music’s volume.
Vinci headphones automatically
detect when a user puts them on,
prompting music to play immediately.
Wu said this is good for runners, dog
walkers and commuters who are frequently on the move.
“Imagine how you have to listen to
music today,” Wu said. “You have to
open up and turn on your smartphone,
unlock it, find Spotify and hit the play
button. [With Vinci], all you have to
do is put it on, and the music starts
playing automatically.”
Vinci allows users to switch songs
and adjust volume by swiping on the
headphone, which has a touch screen
on the side of the ear covers. The
headphones can also order food, give
directions and call an Uber with voice
commands. The Vinci Kickstarter
campaign, which runs through Dec.
22, was fully funded with $50,000
pledged within one hour of launching
on Nov. 15. Vinci will retail for $199
and launch in March 2017, and the
“pro” version launches in April 2017
with a $299 price tag.
Another product that aspires to
increase quality of life is ZEEQ from
REM-Fit, a $179 Bluetooth-connected
pillow that tracks sleep patterns,
plays music and helps prevent snoring. ZEEQ raised more than $400,000
on Kickstarter in 46 days.
Miguel Marrero, director of technology development at REM-Fit, said
ZEEQ stands out in the sea of IoT
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devices because it does not simply
collect data, it acts on what it detects.
It vibrates when it detects snoring to
encourage the sleeper to change positions and will wake the user up based
on their individual sleep cycle.
“Anyone can get data; data is a commodity,” Marrero said. “This is something that becomes a sleep companion,
not just a sleep observer.”
Warrick Bell, vice president of product development at REM-Fit, said ZEEQ
was created out of necessity because
he needs music playing to go to sleep
and did not want to disturb his wife, who
needs silence to sleep. The product is
set to ship in December.
“It wasn’t like we set out to make a
dumb thing smart,” Bell said. “We set
out to make a product that happened
to be smart.”
While ZEEQ was created out of
necessity, not all inventions are as
noble in their intentions. Companies
after a more tech-savvy, on-the-go
demographic, such as Whirlpool, have
rolled out lines of smart gadgets that

the average consumer could consider
unnecessary. Whirlpool’s repertoire of
appliances includes washing machines
that can be activated via phone and will
text or email users when their laundry
is done.
An Oct. 28, 2014, Washington Post
article reported that Whirlpool would
not disclose its poor sales numbers for
its smart washing machines. Whirlpool’s
poor sales were confirmed in the article by Chris Quatrochi, Whirlpool’s
global director of User Experience
and Connectivity. The machines’ free
companion iOS app is similarly wildly
unpopular, peaking at rank 591 in the
Lifestyle app charts on the App Store
Feb. 18 this year.
There is one thing most smart gadgets
have in common: These commercial
duds continue to receive more and more
press despite poor sales.
Media attention is at an all-time high
despite the commercial failure of most
smart products, according to data provided by Marcelo Ballve of CB Insights,
a market tracking company. In a Nov.

17 emailed statement, Ballve
said the market for smart
items is still being established,
but Amazon and Google are helping
lead the charge with their own Echo
and Google Home initiatives.
The commercial viability of IoT
devices will likely change in the future
because designers have begun to
grasp the problem-solving capabilities
of modern technology, said Mathieu
Turpault, managing partner and
director of design at Bresslergroup,
a product design and development
company based in Philadelphia.
“We’re on the tail-end of that period
where people were just trying things for
the sake of launching a technological
solution,” Turpalt said. “The products
that are coming out and solving a real
issue—we’re seeing the beginning of it.”
However, this hyper-focused design
philosophy could be a downfall for
smart products. One such example is
Juicero, a $700 smart WiFi-connected
juicer that cold presses $5–$7 packets
of produce.
“It really is a ludicrous product,”
Jacob Kastrenakes, news editor for tech
website The Verge, wrote in a May 23
article. “Juicero is really just the dream
of one strange, juice-loving man. It is
designed by him and for him.”
More products than Juicero run into
this issue. A $1,500 A.I. toaster oven
called June supposedly detects what
food you put into it, and then cooks it
perfectly without input. Mark Wilson
of Fast Company—a tech, business and
design magazine—got a sneak peek
of the currently unreleased oven and
reported Nov. 15 that it did not really
work. This is a side effect of the A.I.
program having to learn much of its
protocols from the failings of other June
models worldwide; in other words, if
June does not sell units to learn from,
none of them will ever work as the
designers intended.
“Instead of teaching ourselves to
cook, we’re teaching a machine to cook,”
Wilson wrote, detailing how June took
40 minutes longer than it estimated to
cook his salmon. “I had no idea what

I should have done differently, other
than to never have used June in the
first place.”
Smart gadgets often come under
fire from critics for creating a dumber,
lazier society. Writers at Fox News,
Information Week and numerous other
publications have penned articles
mocking what they perceive as a saturation of meaningless smart devices.
Machines taking over menial tasks
is not necessarily all bad, said Jacob
Wobbrock, an associate professor at
the University of Washington’s information school who has a doctorate
in human-computer interaction. He
said there is no evidence that smart
devices are linked to people becoming less active, healthy or intelligent.
Instead, he said, the proliferation of
IoT gadgets allows humans to think
and act differently—not like mindless, sedentary husks as some people
would suggest.
“If I’m in a self-driving car, I no longer have to worry about turning the
wheel or shifting the gear, or pressing the brake or gas,” Wobbrock said.
“It frees me of those things, and if it’s
safe and reliable—which is a big ‘if,’ of
course—I can focus on a higher level
task like observing the environment,
getting where I’m going, thinking about
the meeting I’m headed to, and so on.
I don’t think it creates lazy people; it
creates redirected people.”
Like smartphones, some of these
new—seemingly unwarranted—inventions could soon see wider acceptance,
even if they were initially derided.
The IoT market will eventually evolve
and mature to the point that critics will
no longer write off the whole movement, Marrero said, adding that the
adoption of new technology is always
slow, and early adopters are frequently
ridiculed until the trend catches on.
“Over time, certain smart devices
will become second nature because
they fill the gap in [people’s] needs,”
Marrero said.
Despite what naysayers of smart
devices may think, the phenomenon
is not limited to millennials. GenX-ers

have adopted the “smart home” concept at double the rate of millennials, though this discrepancy is likely
caused by GenX-ers having higher
average earnings and disposable
income, according to a July 28 report
from Essence, a cloud-based and IoT
living solution company.
Older generations typically classify millennials as “lazy,” according
to an April 2012 report by the Boston
Consulting Group.
Essence’s report could feasibly back
this up, as it found millennials are
primarily in the market for IoT devices
for convenience, whereas GenX-ers
look for home security and energy
saving options.
Further concerns for IoT devices
include health and safety risks. Devices
that use cellular networks—such as
Vinci or Samsung’s Gear S smartwatch—have been labeled as possible carcinogens by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer.
Working on the public safety of
IoT devices is a two-way street, and

consumers must hold companies
accountable for safety testing,
Wobbrock said. He conceded that a
completely “smart” home could be
susceptible to hackers and other
dangers, but the evolution toward a
more technology-integrated future
is inevitable.
It will take a while for totally
self-sufficient “Ex Machina” or “Blade
Runner”-style A.I. to be developed.
The most successful A.I. systems
have had a very particular focus:
advertising bots, GPS systems or the
much-loathed Clippy from Microsoft,
Wobbrock noted.
Even if some continue to repress
new tech, valuable innovation will
outweigh trivial products.
“It’s an information problem
that’s being solved,” Wobbrock said.
“There will be a lot of devices and
inventions that are gratuitous, but
the ones that are useful—genuinely
useful—will remain.”
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com
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Columbia Approved Private Bed & Bath, Direct Access to the Blue Line, Free Food Weekly,
Amenities: Individual 12 Month Leases, Fully Furnished, Inclusive Rates with Electricity Credits

bring this ad in for waived fees!*
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audiofile Creed singer talks solo tour, reminisces on career

THE CHRONICLE: What about this
tour will surprise fans who only know
you from Creed?
adio listeners may remember Gram- SCOTT STAPP: I think they will be excited
my-winning rock band Creed for because they get to hear all the songs they
its late ‘90s and early 2000s hits
» Courtesy SCOTT STAPP
including “My Sacrifice,” “With Arms Wide
Open” and “Higher.” After the success of
the 1999 album Human Clay, the group sold
more than 53 million records worldwide
before breaking up in 2004, reuniting in
2009 and breaking up again in 2012.
Creed vocalist Scott Stapp released two
solo albums following the band’s breakups—2005’s The Great Divide, which was
later certified Platinum, and 2013’s Proof
of Life. He recently joined hard rock supergroup Art of Anarchy and has also been
publicly vocal about his desire for another
Creed comeback.
While the days of the band’s airwave dominance are over, the music lives on through
Stapp. Though he struggled with drugs and
alcohol in the past, Stapp will embark on
a solo tour starting Nov. 22 and will play
some of his own material as well as Creed
mainstays. He will perform at the House of
Blues, 329 N. Dearborn St., Dec. 6.
The Chronicle spoke with Stapp about
his 23-year career, solo work and upcoming Creed vocalist Scott Stapp will perform solo at the
House of Blues, 329 N. Dearborn St., Dec. 6.
solo tour.

» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

R

know from my days in Creed, and then they
would be introduced to some of my solo material. They will be excited to see a high energy,
passionate rock ‘n’ roll show. We bring a lot of
production. [It’s a] very theatrical experience.
If you love rock ‘n’ roll, you’ll love the show.
How does it feel to still have a loyal
fanbase after more than two decades?
I’m so grateful. That’s the first word that
comes to my mind. I just feel so grateful that
I’ve had the opportunity to make music for
the last 20 years, and to still have fans come
see me play. I’m humbled by it all.

What drives you to keep making music?
It’s who I am. I wouldn’t know what to do
without music in my life and without having
the ability to create music. It’s how I cope
with life; it’s how I process life. I can’t imagine
my life any other way.
Are you planning on continuing solo
work in addition to Art of Anarchy?
Yeah, it’s a pretty exciting time in my life to
be involved with three bands: Creed, Art of
Anarchy and my solo band. I plan on keeping
all three of them going. It’s a juggling act, but
as I said, I love creating music. I love working
with new people that have their different
slant, energy and vibe that they bring to the

table during the creation process. It’s just
something I love. I’m about to wrap up and
finish the Art of Anarchy album, but even
in the midst of writing that album, I’ve been
writing and creating for my next solo record.

Is there anything from throughout your
career that you regret?
I definitely have some regrets. I regret the
role that alcohol and drugs played in my life,
and really impacted my life and my career for
a long period of time. [It] led to the end—at
one point in time—to Creed, which is a band
I love with all my heart and guys I love with
all my heart. I was thankful and blessed that
we got back together in 2009 and made a new
record and are continuing to move forward.
I definitely regret the damage some bad
decisions, alcohol and drugs did to my life.
If I could do it all over again, I would never
touch the stuff.
Where do you find inspiration for your
songwriting and lyricism?
From living life, and being a very introspective person who probably thinks way too
much. My music is based on my inner thought
life, as well as my life experiences. Those are
really the two areas it comes from.
jsadowski@chroniclemail.com

Post-Thanksgiving food coma...
» ZOË HAWORTH

“What a Feeling”

One Direction

“Lotta That”

“No Control”

One Direction

“Best Mistake”

Bad Bad Hats

“Never Enough”

One Direction

“Too Much”

Drake

The Lumineers

“Heart Attack”

One Direction

“Overload”

Life of Dillon

“More Than This”

One Direction

“Hunger”

Wavves

“Carried Away”

Dionysia

“Sleep on the Floor”
“Drag”
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“Way Too Much”

“It Hurts”

» NOAH KELLY

» TAYLOR MORRIS

» ZOË EITEL

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Day Wave

Staff Playlist

G-Eazy
Ariana Grande

Sam Sure

“Fat”
“2Seater”
“Excuse Me”
“Can I Kick It?”
“It Was a Good Day”

“Weird Al” Yankovic
Tyler the Creator
A$AP Rocky
A Tribe Called Quest
Ice Cube
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CHECK

WHAT IS YOUR GO-TO “FOOD
COMA” OUTFIT?

» PHOTOS MARIA CARDONA AND G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Dylan Thuente
senior art &
art history major

Marissa Sallie
senior design major

Angel Smith
junior
design major

“I love a good jumpsuit–really
stretchy and expandable.”

“My pajama pants, a
turtle neck crop top and
a shawl.”
“A really big sweatshirt and
tight skinny jeans.”

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com
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SURROUND YOURSELF
with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.
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Two-Ingredient
Fried Bananas
» ABBY LEE HOOD
COPY CHIEF
SOMETIMES, SIMPLE IS best;
an easy recipe that includes two
items you probably already have
at home is better. These two-ingredient fried bananas aren’t
hard to make and work great as
a solo snack or as a topping for
toast, ice cream, pancakes or yogurt. They aren’t as unhealthy as
other fried foods because all you
need is honey and bananas, and
they taste good any time of day.
While cooking, honey may bubble or froth so simply turn down
the heat a bit to keep your bananas from burning. Make sure
not to use a metal spatula when
cooking in a nonstick skillet because they are easily scratched.

Ingredients:
3 large, ripe bananas
1 jar of Honey
1 scoop vanilla ice cream
Bread slices
Instructions:
1. Heat a large nonstick skillet
over medium heat.
2. Slice bananas into even slices,
about 1/4 inch thick.
3. Drizzle honey into skillet until
the bottom is almost covered.
4. Toss banana slices in skillet.
5. Cook until bananas start to
brown, then flip with spatula.
6. Brown bananas on both sides,
then serve warm over ice cream,
toast or pancakes.

ahood@chroniclemail.com
» G-JUN YAM AND GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934

for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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Video: Dude Perfect
“Flip Edition”
Bottle flip challenges are fun, almost solely because they can take
place anywhere, anytime. But
these guys go the extra mile and
start flipping golf tees, ladders and
even a couch. It makes you wonder
how much time they have on their
hands, or how long it took to get
the perfect shot. Either way, it’s
fun watching these guys succeed in
their flipping endeavors.

Blog: “NPR’s
Tumblr Blog”
Spice up a dull Tumblr dashboard
by following NPR’s blog. The account reblogs funny content, like
comics, but also curates news and
current events like the recent presidential election pretty heavily. This
blog should make you feel at least
a bit more cultured and informed
and breaks up an endless barrage
of more meaningless posts. It’s the
best bits of NPR news mixed with
the best bits of Tumblr.
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EPISODES OF
‘THE OFFICE’

THINGS I MISS
ABOUT THAILAND

CLASSIC HOLIDAY
ALBUMS

» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER

» ERIC BRADACH
METRO REPORTER

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

“The Dundies” (Season 2 Episode 1):

Food:

A Motown Christmas:

This episode is one of the few with a perfect balance of comedy and drama. With
Michael awarding “Hottest in the Office”
to a horrified Ryan, and Phyllis being the
“Bushiest Beaver,” the award ceremony
doesn’t disappoint.

One of the benefits to living in a global city
like Chicago is the diversity of restaurants at your disposal. There are some
great Thai restaurants in the city; however, nothing can compare to the food in
Thailand, which is second to none.

This 1973 album is a true blessing from
Detroit Motown artists including The
Supremes, Stevie Wonder, Michael
Jackson and Marvin Gaye. When I listen to this album, I still feel like I’m a
kid dancing on Christmas morning.

“Safety Training” (Season 3 Episode 19):

Beaches:

In one of his most dramatic moments,
Michael responds to Darryl’s teasing by
threatening to jump off the roof of the
office onto a bouncy castle. This is also
where the famed Michael line, “Dwight,
you ignorant slut!” comes from.

I have never been a beach person, and
Chicago’s beaches haven’t changed that.
The beaches in Thailand are a different
story. The water is crystal clear, which is
ideal for snorkeling and taking breathtaking photos.

A Christmas Gift For You From
Phil Spector:

“Dinner Party” (Season 4 Episode 9):

Friends:

Getting a peek into Jan and Michael’s
dysfunctional relationship, this episode
is full of cringeworthy moments. Jan
throws one of Michael’s treasured Dundies into his beloved, tiny plasma TV. An
uninvited Dwight also brings his elderly
childhood babysitter as his date.

I spent three years in Thailand and made
numerous friends from all corners of
the globe. With today’s technology, it is
easier than ever to stay in contact with
old acquaintances, but nothing can beat
face-to-face interaction.

“Sexual Harassment” (Season 2
Episode 2):
Accompanied by the notoriously inappropriate Todd Packer, Michael is protesting corporate’s sexual harassment
policy by bringing in a blow-up doll. The
best part: Dwight asking Toby questions
about female genitalia.
“Finale” (Season 9, Episode 27):
It was sad to see it go, but I loved the
way it ended. Dwight and Angela got
married, and Michael shows up to be the
Best Man. Pam finally agrees to move to
Austin so Jim can follow his dreams. It is
all beautiful.
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History:
The U.S. turned 240 years old this year,
and while there are valuable historical
sites here, Thailand has an abundance of
temples and centuries-old architecture,
which makes it an optimal location for a
history junkie like myself.
Driving:
I hate driving, especially in American
cities. Thailand has guidelines for the
road that are only enforced during certain parts of the day. I miss being able to
just hop on my scooter, which allowed
me to drive on sidewalks and zip through
red lights. That is how everyone else
drives there, and you need to keep pace.

This album gave the holiday season its
most memorable sound. Spector, who
produced the legendary 1963 record,
used his infamous “wall of sound” production style to produce unbelievable
holiday hits.
A Very She & Him Christmas:
The simple and witty duo She & Him,
consisting of Zooey Deschanel and
M. Ward, provides the perfect holiday
feeling with just a ukulele, a piano and
vocals. Listening to this album on vinyl
makes me want to sit next to a fire.
White Christmas:
The holiday season would be nothing
without this classic album from Bing
Crosby and his soothing vocals. My
grandparents listened to the record
when it was originally released in 1945.
Because “White Christmas” is one of
my favorite movies, this album will always be timeless in my heart.
A Charlie Brown Christmas:
Who would’ve thought West Coast jazz
could be so cool? The 1965 album is perfect for watching the snowfall. I can picture Charlie Brown trotting through the
snow to go see Snoopy or Lucy.

reviews
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scale

MUSIC

RANDOM

CARROT TO-DO
APP

GRACE
VANDERWAAL
‘PERFECTLY IMPERFECT’

METALLICA’S
HARDWIRED... TO
SELF-DESTRUCT

BIG MUGS

» CONRAD QUEEN
MARKETING CONSULTANT

» TAYLOR MORRIS
METRO REPORTER

» JONATHON SADOWSKI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR

CARROT, which was released Nov. 16,
is a to-do list creator that rewards users when they accomplish a task, but
if they don’t, it continuously reminds
them. The app gives users their old todo lists a new voice, as if Siri was their
mom who keeps asking them to take out
the trash. Even though it’s just another
reminder app, at least you won’t forget
to write that assignment.

“America’s Got Talent” Season 11 winner, 12-year-old Grace Vanderwaal, released a new music video Nov. 14 for her
song, “Perfectly Imperfect.” The music
video is a representation of who she is as
an artist and a person. The music video
starts with a home video of her singing
and then takes the viewer through her
career success. Vanderwaal is definitely
a star in the making.

Metallica’s latest attempt at not sucking
comes off as just that: an attempt. The
band’s new album, which was released
Nov. 18, is the same edgy thrash metal as
ever. It’s very much an acquired taste—
one that I do not have. While one or two
songs occasionally cross into “OK” territory, the band cannot possibly save this
repetitive album. The most entertaining
part is the cringeworthy cover art.

With the weather cooling down more
every day, all anyone wants to do is
snuggle up with something warm to
drink. This experience is even better when you have an almost endless
supply of whatever you want to drink
in a giant mug. You can put cocoa, tea,
coffee, soup, oatmeal, and if you get
a mug that is big enough, you could
even take a bath in it.

TECH

MANNEQUIN
CHALLENGE GAME

SCREEN

‘LOVESICK’
SEASON TWO

RANDOM

MUSIC

‘THE POLAR
EXPRESS’

MACKLEMORE’S
‘WEDNESDAY
MORNING’

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS REPORTER

» ERIC BRADACH
METRO REPORTER

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Mannequin Challenge game, released Nov. 17, may or may not be inspired by the current video trend. Players will never know because there are
no explanations for what this game is,
or even how to play it. The two different
modes—action and adventure—seem to
be two completely different games that
you stumble through as you try to figure
the game’s rules. Overall, there is no point
to this, and it is a waste of time.

“Lovesick,” the British comedy about
a man who discovers he has a sexually
transmitted disease and tries to inform
and make amends with various past
partners, took two years to release a
second season beginning Nov. 17. There
are some solid laughs to be had in this
eight-episode season; unfortunately, it
is a downgrade compared to the hilarious first season, which makes the long
wait even more disappointing.

Macklemore is giving me chills, again.
Notorious for writing socially conscious
music, the independent creator released
a new song Nov. 17 titled “Wednesday
Morning” about the new reality our
country woke up to after the recent presidential election. Using his daughter as a
starting narrative, he speaks on what so
many of us are thinking about and touching truths about fighting the “bad taste in
our mouths.” Macklemore is a true artist.

It does not matter how long we have
until Christmas, my family watches
this movie year-round, and “The Polar Express” festivities kick into high
gear right after Thanksgiving. There’s
something about digitally animated
Tom Hanks that is a thing of nightmares, but I’m impressed how they
managed to turn a 30-page book into a
2-hour movie complete with songs and
semi-complex characters.
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Trump’s first 100
days—stubbornness
or surrender

A

president’s first 100 days in
office are critical in defining the tone and priorities of
their administration. In President
Barack Obama’s first 100 days in
office, he set precedents for how he
would handle LGBT rights, climate
change, conflict in the Middle East,
unionization and many other issues
during his two terms as president.
Before Donald Trump was announced
as president-elect on Nov. 9, he gave
a speech in October detailing his
plans for his first 100 days in office,
according to a Nov. 9 NPR article.

Although Trump outlined 28 different acts and plans for his first 100
days, the common thread was isolationism and unwillingness to work
with or rely on other countries.
He proposed discontinuing funding
and participation in efforts against
global warming, including the recently
signed Paris climate agreement, withdrawing from the North American Free
Trade Agreement and the Trans-Pacific
Partnership, not admitting refugees or
immigrants from countries with known
terrorism problems, and building a physical wall between the U.S. and Mexico.

DEI committee’s actions
louder than words

T

hough the Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion Committee was created
Jan. 8, the college community has
yet to see results from the committee that
directly affect the Columbia experience.
Because of its late start—six months
after all other Strategic Plan committees—this committee has been behind
in accomplishing its first and second
year goals. In addition to getting a late
start, the committee also had a membership change during the Fall 2016
Semester as some student members
graduated in May 2016 and other faculty
and staff members left the committee,
as reported Oct. 21 by The Chronicle.
After its slow start, the committee
released a working mission statement to
the college community for feedback and

held a forum to discuss the definitions of
the terms diversity, equity and inclusion.
While this is an important part of a
successful committee and an important
part of making the college’s priorities
clear, the creation of a working mission
statement is not much tangible progress.
Columbia boasts a diverse community
of students, faculty and staff and this
committee dedicated to supporting that
diverse community should be a priority.
While it seems the committee is taking its
work seriously by taking time in its work,
the work it is doing is not directly affecting current students, faculty and staff.
The creation of a mission statement
is important because it shows the rest
of the world—and more specifically,
prospective students—the values of

Trump has already started to back
off from some of these goals, but just
the suggestions are of great concern.
These kinds of policies simply are not
realistic in a time when the health of the
global economy is interdependent, and
many issues, including refugee crises
and global warming, require international collaboration and cooperation.
The rest of Trump’s policies that are
less isolationist seem to be based on
abolishing anything Obama has accomplished legally or socially throughout his
past eight years in office and establishing
a unique Trump presidency from scratch.
He said he no longer wants to repeal
all of Obamacare, according to a Nov. 11
article from The New York Times, but
just days later Vice Preident-elect Mike
Pence said Trump will prioritize repealing Obamacare when he takes office,
according to a Nov. 20 Politico article.
One of the members of Trump’s
transition team, Kansas Secretary of
State Kris Kobach, said he has already

figured out ways to begin paying for
a wall between the U.S. and Mexico
as soon as Trump takes office and is
working on plans for a national Muslim
registry program, according to a
Nov. 16 New York Magazine article.
While there was a chance Trump
would back off on some of his more
extreme policies, at this point it looks
unlikely. Concerned citizens can hope
that Trump begins to speak more with
Obama and attends more government
briefings, he will begin to understand
the reality of the world and which policies are feasible and which are not.
What Trump and his administration should be considering is that
he cannot just be a president for his
base voters. Presidents need to cater
to their base voters to appease them,
but now that he is the president-elect,
Trump must be a president for all
Americans, including the most vulnerable, marginalized groups that
many of his policies are targeting.
editorial

the committee and the college regarding diversity, equity and inclusion.
But, while the committee takes
time to complete these tasks, the
college doesn’t need the committee
to complete its deliberations to take
some necessary affirmative actions.
One student, who had previously said
she felt she was not represented within
the faculty and staff at the college, said
the DEI committee’s mission statement
draft made her feel more confident in
attending the college. If she were a prospective student, she would find the mission statement of the committee intriguing, as reported Nov. 7 by The Chronicle.
But real progress will come when the
committee advises on how this mission
statement will affect the college community directly. There are many ways
this mission statement could do so, such
as educating college administration
on recruitment and the importance
of diversifying the faculty and staff
at the college—80 percent of full- and
part-time faculty and 70 percent of
full-time staff employed in the Fall 2015

Semester were white non-Hispanic, as
reported April 11 by The Chronicle—and
offering ideas on training and education for faculty on how to promote
inclusion of diverse perspectives in
the classes they already teach and in
future curriculum they may create.
There is a similar frustration with the
administration’s pointing to drafting
the Strategic Plan as tangible progress.
It outlines how the college can move
forward and improve in specific areas,
but simply creating goals does not mean
the college is achieving them. To do so
requires the implementation of measures, some reflecting the work of administrators and others reflecting committee work, that indisputably changes
the college experience for the better.
A mission statement is not going to
affect students’ actual experience at the
college. Only actions will change how
students experience diversity, equity and
inclusion at the college. With or without
a mission statement, the college should
be making diversity, equity and inclusion
an evident priority at this institution.
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Ricketts’
politics will not
put Cubs team,
legacy to shame
» ariel parrella-aureli
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

hen the Cubs won the 2016
World Series Nov. 2, the
team rewrote baseball history—a story that most likely will get
its own chapter in Chicago’s history
books or even a blockbuster movie.
But along with the win came a disappointment—the news that the Ricketts
family, owners of the Cubs, gave money
to the campaign of President-elect
Donald Trump. To hear that the owner
of one of Chicago’s most beloved teams
supports Trump was devastating to
many. However, amid backlash and
calls to boycott the team, it’s important to realize that the Cubs players
do not represent their owners and
should not be boycotted for the actions
of their ownership, especially after
what the team has done for the city.
In the wake of the election results,
people started boycotting Trumpsupported businesses and The Donald
J. Trump Resistance campaign was
created. As reported by the Daily Kos
Nov. 14, the group, headed by New York
Daily News’ senior justice writer Shaun
King, urges people to stand up against
bigotry, hatred and xenophobia by
boycotting PayPal, Hobby Lobby, New
Balance and the Chicago Cubs. The
Cubs do not deserve to be on the list.
According to an Oct. 25 Chicago
Reader article, Trump received hidden

investments from the Ricketts family
through super PAC Future45, a PAC
created by casino mogul Sheldon
Adelson and the Ricketts family. Todd
Ricketts oversees the fund, which has
reportedly raised at least $30 million to
elect Trump, according to the Reader
article. It is natural for some die-hard
young Cubs fans who learned of this,
and swung blue during the election, to
be disappointed. But they have to look
at the bigger picture: the Cubs players

the World Series is over, the backlash is not significant to the owners,
and will likely go unnoticed by most
people. Maybe Cubs Chairman Tom
Ricketts knew this long before the
Cubs went to the World Series. In a
Sept. 28 Chicago Sun-Times article,
Ricketts said he was not at all worried about public backlash the family
had received regarding its support
of Trump. He said it was no big deal,
and history proved it clearly wasn’t.

[The Cubs] should not be looked at any
differently just because of their owners’
political affiliations.
themselves do not necessarily support
Trump and should not be looked at
any differently just because of their
owners’ political affiliations. Sports
and politics do not go hand in hand and
the love for the game and a team should
not be undermined by hating Trump.
Boycotting the team at this point
of the season is nonsensical anyway.
Most Cubs merchandise is sold independently, so not buying merchandise
will not hurt the team owners.
Games are over until Spring training
in February. Now that they won and

It is deeply upsetting that big money
runs in small circles and corporations like Home Depot and the Cubs
are running the same laps. This
concept is how the top conservatives
control much of the country’s major
companies and could be a reason why
Trump was elected. However, leave
the Cubs, their players and their
beautiful legacy on the field and in our
hearts, for they worked hard and won
Chicago a long overdue celebration.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

student poll

How do you think
the new $150
technology fee
should be used?

“A lot of the [equipment] I need we already
have here. I don’t know exactly.”

“I like all of our resources. Whatever
they feel we need more of.”
chandler fundum

kire thomas

Freshman design major

Junior business & entrepreneurship major

lily szymanczyk

Freshman fashion studies
major

“A lot of the computers are fairly slow.
[They should be] updated.”

letter to the editor

Covert shutdown of faculty support and technology development

J

ust before this semester started,
the college dismantled CiTE, firing
its entire staff. This center was the
sole hub of faculty support. The “T” and
the “E” stood for Teaching Excellence.
Its commitment was to help teachers
help students. The center’s absence is
felt by teachers every day and the effect
on our students must be discussed. As
things stand now, if a teacher hadn’t

already mastered the learning management system, Moodle, she and her
students are out of luck. It’s back to pen
and paper for you! Moodle’s tech support
has no on-campus representation at
all. It has been outsourced to a hotline.
As if it’s realistic to call “customer
service” to inquire about the advanced
image editing function in your post in
Week 10 or the decimals being off in

the “points system” gradebook set-up.
We used to be able to walk over to chat
with trusted, trained colleagues in a
comfortable setting. And forget future
LMS course planning, even as administration wants to increase online learning opportunities. The college should
acknowledge that they have covertly
frozen progress for teachers, in terms
of support for our work that directly

impacts student learning. The administrative silence about this massive
change is deafening and shameful. This
shutdown was a brazen disincentive
for teachers to master the technology
necessary to model teaching excellence.
Jennie Fauls

assistant director of the program in Writing
and Rhetoric in the English Department
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New mental health care center now open in Roseland » Page 33

Residents concerned
about homeless
in Altgeld Park
» ERIC BRADACH

METRO REPORTER
NORTH LAWNDALE RESIDENTS stopped using
Altgeld Park in North Lawndale because of
the large number of homeless people, said
several locals alarmed by the recent uptick.
The homeless, who spend their nights in
a nearby shelter, may include registered sex
offenders, residents say, and the shelter has
not properly investigated these residents.
“[The homeless] stay in the park all day,”
several locals said. “They are drinking, doing
drugs and sleeping [in the park].”
Residents said the homeless population
comes primarily from a 257-bed Franciscan
Outreach Association shelter at 2715 W.
Harrison St., near the park.
FOA supports and provides resources to
more than 7,000 homeless people a year in
Chicago and offers those in need a place to
sleep, meals and case management, according to Laura Reilly, the organization’s director of development.
According to the Illinois Sex Offender
Registration records, 13 homeless individuals on the registry list the shelter as their
home address. Two of them have assaulted
minors, five are listed as sexual predators
and two have been convicted of rape.
The shelter provides homeless individuals
with an address in order to obtain resources,
such as an ID and mail, according to Reilly.
“We help people by giving them access to
the resources they need in order to improve
their lives,” Reilly said.
Six of the registered sex offenders have
failed to report a change of address, which
could indicate some who list the homeless
shelter as their address may not still live
there, according to Illinois Sex Offender
Registration records.
North Lawndale residents Kimberly
Griggs, who owns a local cleaning service,
and Sandra Brown, a daycare provider, said
parents are hesitant to take their children
to the park because registered sex offenders
may be there. They said homeless shelters,
such as FOA, have a responsibility to conduct
background checks on the people they take
in to ensure the community’s security.
“We cannot have sex offenders in the vicinity of children,” Brown said.

FOA does not conduct background checks
on individuals it serves because the organization was founded to provide help to the
“most vulnerable people in Chicago,” which
at times may be those who served prison
sentences, Reilly said.
“We provide a safe place for people to go and
get the assistance they need to make positive
changes in their lives,” Reilly said.
Keith Sanders, the athletic director at the
Chicago Hope Academy, a college preparatory
high school, 2189 W. Bowler St., said many
homeless people are in the park overnight
because the shelter is closed during the day,
and they do not want to miss an opportunity
to stay in the shelter the next night.
Sanders, whose organization uses the
football and soccer field at the park, said he
has had parents express concerns and ask
him to keep a close watch on their kids when
at the park.
FOA has a 65-bed annex shelter, 200 S.
Sacramento Blvd., but it is not an option
during the day.
Griggs said she would like to see the city
direct more resources toward the homeless
in Chicago, so the homeless would not have
to stay in neighborhood parks. She added the
city, homeless shelter and community should
come together to find a solution.
Reilly said FOA already works with the
Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy and
goes to neighborhood meetings in order to
educate the general public about the difficulties facing the city’s homeless population
and how to provide assistance.
Brown and Griggs said the Department of
Family Support and Services and Ald. Jason
Ervin (28th Ward) have been unresponsive to
complaints filed about homeless in the park.
DFSS and Ervin did not respond to requests
for comment as of press time.
“They had made a promise to come out a
few times [a month ago], but they had only
been out once,” Griggs said.
Griggs attributed this to the fact that North
Lawndale is not considered an “important”
part of the city.
“I have empathy for the homeless, but the
kids in the community should be able to use
the park and feel safe,” Griggs said.
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

» Photos WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
According to Illinois Sex Offenders Registry records, 13 registered sex offenders have a homeless
shelter near Altgeld Park listed as their address, causing concern from locals.

The Franciscan Outreach Association has five locations, including two shelters and provides services
to more than 7,000 homeless individuals in Chicago, according to Director of Development Laura Reilly.

Residents said the Department of Family Support and Services and Ald. Jason Ervin did not provide
them with the help they requested and want to work with the city and shelter to determine a solution.
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»ARABELLA BRECK

MANAGING EDITOR

Humanitarian aid videos are getting rusty

E

veryone has seen the videos
from humanitarian organizations featuring starving
children in an unnamed sub-Saharan African country who can be fed
for weeks for only a few dollars.
These types of videos have become
synonymous with humanitarian aid,
disease, third-world countries, world
hunger and many other prevalent issues.
However, the majority of these videos
are now simply playing upon clichés
and stereotypes and do not challenge
people's beliefs about some of the most
marginalized groups in the world.
Radi-Aid, an organization formed in
2012 to foster a discussion about humanitarian aid campaigns and how they communicate their messages, announced the
nominees for their annual awards which
feature the best—Golden Radiator—and
worst—Rusty Radiator—humanitarian videos from 2016 on Nov. 21.
The nominees for the Golden Radiator
included a video about educational
access for girls, refugees in Poland and
how people live with HIV and AIDS.
The videos might be difficult to
watch because they portray women
being harassed and assaulted, emotional moments between citizens of
Poland and refugees, and honest discussions about sex, HIV and AIDS.
All of these videos are incredibly
powerful and depict the reality of
these issues, but in comparison to
the Rusty Radiator nominees, these
videos steer clear of the usual, tired
narrative seen in these kinds of videos.
One of the Rusty Radiator videos
shows a starving child named "Jon" with
information about how you can donate to
feed him; another video shows a crying
girl whose mother died from disease
with information on how to "sponsor" a
child. The last nominated video showed
how a school keeps track of children
who have sponsors and those who do
not. A little girl said she is sad because
she does not have a sponsor of her own.
Radi-Aid's critiques of these videos
are not meant to undermine the issues
they bring up. Malnutrition, education,
poverty and access to clean water—all
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of which were discussed in these
videos—are some of the most severe
problems facing the world today.
These videos are all trying to make
the average person living in a moderately developed country understand
multi-faceted and complex issues
with a very basic explanation.
The videos do not explain that
world hunger will not be solved if
you donate to "Jon." The video does
not show that providing aid in the
form of food does not lead to a lasting
solution to hunger in an area, like
building agricultural infrastructure
would be much more likely to do.
The videos on child sponsorship
do not address if funds are going to
one child, or if they are being put
into the community to help support
children now and in the future.
These videos would be more successful if organizations would not
water down issues. These problems
are complex, but taking on a small
part of them and giving a full and
accurate explanation would be more
beneficial and likely attract donors.
It is easier for humanitarian organizations to create a video with a story that
has been told a thousand times before,
but that does not show an understanding
of the impact they have on the world.
These organizations must understand
that if they are cognizant of the content
they are creating, they could actually
begin to shift the way people view the
world instead of perpetuating demeaning and dehumanizing caricatures.
abreck@chroniclemail.com

METRO

Cook County expands
mental health services
» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER
A NEW COMMUNIT Y behavioral
health center in the Roseland
neighborhood is Cook County’s
latest plan to reduce the increasing
number of inmates incarcerated
at Cook County Jail with mental
health issues.
The Community Triage
Center—established by the Cook
County Health and Hospital
Systems, Cook County Board
President Toni Preckwinkle and
the Cook County Justice Advisory
Council—opened Nov. 1 and provides early intervention services
for those at risk of hospitalization or detention because of their
mental health, according to the
CCHHS website.
The 24/7 center could divert
hundreds of individuals from

hospitals and the Cook County Jail
within its first year of operation,
according to the CCHHS website.
“About 25 percent of [Cook
County Jail] detainees who are here
on low-level offenses have a mental illness,” said Kenya Key, chief
of psychology at Cermak Health
Services, the healthcare provider
for Cook County Department of
Corrections detainees.
CCHHS received a grant for the
center from the Otho S.A. Sprague
Memorial Institute, and CTC will
invest an additional $3 million,
according to its website.
The website also says the county
spent $143 per detainee per day on
housing, food, health care and security in 2013 and more than 20,000
emergency department visits were
recorded for individuals exhibiting behavioral health conditions
at John J. Stroger Hospital of Cook

County between January 2013 and
April 2015.
Cook County officials hope
expenses at both the jail and hospital will go down because of the
new center, Key said.
“We’re expecting a very significant impact on cutting down the
number of incarcerations for lowlevel offenses based on behaviors
that are related to mental health or
behavioral health crisis, and also
helping to cut down on unnecessary emergency room visits,
which [occur] when there is not
an opportunity to get treatment in
the community,” Key said.
CTC will provide evaluation,
crisis stabilization and treatment
for patients with psychiatric- or
substance-related crisis. The center will also work with the Chicago
Police Department, so officers can
bring mentally ill individuals to
the CTC, according to Key.
Mary Colleran, executive director at the National Alliance on
Mental Illness of Illinois, said
she is happy to see more resources
being provided for the community.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
The Community Triage Center in Roseland, which opened Nov. 1, is meant to
prevent people with mental health issues ending up in the jail, according to
Kenya Key, chief of psychology at Cermak Health Services.

“It’s definitely necessary,”
Colleran said. “We need all the
resources we can get in this state
and this city for people with behavioral health issues.”
Brian Berg, spokesman for Ald.
Anthony Beale (9th Ward), said the
alderman is glad the CTC pilot is
in his neighborhood.
“[Bea le is] pleased t h e
Community Triage Center will
help more families and individuals
receive quality affordable mental
health services right here in the
Roseland community,” Berg said.

Key said the unique value of the
CTC is its open-door policy. Unlike
similar centers, there are no geographic boundaries for patients
who come to the CTC.
“This is not a diversion or alternative for an individual who should
be incarcerated because they represent a danger to society,” Key
said. “Rather, [it is for] those who
are interacting with the law or are
at risk of interacting with the law
because of their mental illness.”
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
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New Kennedy Expressway
lane to reduce future traffic
» TAYLOR MORRIS
METRO REPORTER
THE KENNEDY EXPRESSWAY is gaining an additional traffic lane near
Cumberland and Harlem avenues
to ease traffic congestion, according to state officials from the Illinois Department of Transportation in a Nov. 3 emailed statement.
The two-mile-long project is
part of the much larger widening and rebuilding of the Jane
Addams tollway, according to the
Nov. 3 statement.
Besides improving traffic, IDOT
said the additional lane is supposed to help decrease the number
of crashes reported compared to
the past 10 years in the area.
The project on the expressway,
which connects with O’Hare
airport, began in October 2016

DON’

T

and is projected to be finished in
November of 2017, according to
the IDOT website.
Ted Villaire, communications director for the Active
Transportation Alliance—an advocacy organization that supports
better biking, walking and transit
throughout Chicagoland—said his
organization does not agree with
the project. The expansion of the
Kennedy Expressway will make
the roadway open to more drivers,
which will cause the congestion to
reoccur, he added.
“We’re not pleased with that
[Kennedy Expressway] project,”
he said. “When you expand a
roadway in a busy metropolitan
area like Chicagoland, what you’re
doing is making that roadway more
welcoming for a greater number
of drivers.”

Investing in public transportation rather than encouraging
commuters to use the expressway
would have been wiser, according
to Villaire.
Kennedy Expressway commuter Evan West, a client
services representative in
Columbia’s Information Technology
Department, said although construction will exacerbate traffic,
he thinks it will yield a substantial
payoff once it’s finished.
“It’s just a nightmare to get over
or anything like that, so if there
were more traffic lanes, it would
make it a lot easier for people to get
on and off the expressway,” West
said. “To me, nothing about it is a
bad idea.”
The Chicago Department of
Aviation said in a Nov. 2 emailed
statement that improving access

to public transit to and from the
airport is an important priority.
The additional lanes at the
Kennedy Expressway that are
under construction are the result
of a planning study that followed
federal guidelines and relied on
citizens’ responses to select the
improvement that suited the
region’s needs and desires, IDOT
said in the emailed statement.
“That would potentially alleviate travel times throughout the
region and have safety implications,” IDOT stated in the email.

According to IDOT, improving
the Jane Addams tollway will
benefit the Kennedy Expressway
because the expressway plays an
essential role in moving goods
on a regional and local level
within Illinois.
“To me, nothing about [the new
expressway] is bad,” West said. “It
[will] probably be a painful process to have the construction be
done,but there would definitely be
a pretty substantial payoff.”
tmorris@chroniclemail.com
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» ERIC BRADACH
METRO REPORTER
THE CITY OF Chicago is increasing
efforts to protect the community
from opioid and heroin addiction
and related deaths by requiring
pharmaceutical representatives
to be licensed by the city and be
subject to both ethics and reporting requirements, according to an
ordinance passed Nov. 16.
The license, issued by the commissioner of Business Affairs and
Consumer Protection, will require
all pharmaceutical sales representatives to undergo 15 hours of
continuing-education training that
will be established by the commissioner of Public Health. The license
is $1500 and representatives must
renew it every two years.
“The steps our city is taking to
increase accountability represent

a solid step forward in protecting
our residents from the harms of
this deadly epidemic,” stated Ald.
Ed Burke (13th Ward) in an Oct.
27 press release from Mayor Rahm
Emanuel’s office.
Pharmaceutical representatives,
upon request by the commissioner
of Public Health, are required to
report a list to the city of local
health care professionals and the
number of times they were contacted. They must also disclose all
drugs they promoted and whether
they provided any samples, materials or gifts and the value of those
items, according to the ordinance.
They must also report if and
how a health care professional was
compensated for their time with
a pharmaceutical representative,
according to the ordinance.
In 2015, there were 609 opioid-related overdose deaths in

Cook County, 403 of which were in
Chicago. Heroin cases, specifically,
accounted for 424 deaths in Cook
County including 285 in Chicago,
according to the Cook County
Medical Examiner’s office—as
reported Oct. 17 by The Chronicle.
Debbie Guggenheim, executive director of the Jordan Filler
Foundation, a nonprofit organization that raises awareness of the
addictive dangers of opioids, said
sales representatives who mislead
doctors about the addictive components of pain medication should be
held accountable.
However, she said most cases in
which inaccurate information is
communicated are unintentional,
and training should help the sales
representatives understand the
dangers of prescription pain killers and decrease the number of
opioid and heroin-related deaths
in Chicago.
“In the past, [pharmaceutical
representatives] tended to push
[opioids] because they did not
know how addictive they were,”
Guggenheim said.
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Mark and Julie Filler launched
The Jordan Michael Filler
Foundation in January 2014 after
the loss of their 23-year-old son
Jordan to a heroin overdose,
according to Guggenheim,
with the goal to increase education, prevention and treatment
of the addictive components of
pain medication.
Erika Lohmiller, a psychotherapist who works with patients
with opioid addictions, said she is
in favor of a stricter license certification. However, she thinks the
continuing-educational requirements are not sufficient.
“If it is 15 hours every year,
that is a little more reasonable,”
Lohmiller said.
The commissioners of Public
Health and Business Affairs and
Consumer Protection would
enforce penalties, such as fines,
suspensions and revocations, if
a pharmaceutical sales representative were to violate these
requirements, according to the
ordinance. Violators can be fined
$1,000–$3,000 for each offense,
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and no individual whose license
is revoked shall be granted
another for two years.
Lohmiller said she has come
across numerous patients who
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City unveils stricter license
to combat opioid addictions

» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
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Alderman working to build
public library in West Loop

» ERIN BROWN/CHRONICLE
Ald. Walter Burnett (27th Ward) and the Sterling Bay Co., a real estate investment and development company, are teaming
up to bring the first public library to Chicago’s West Loop near Skinner West Elementary School.
» TAYLOR MORRIS
METRO REPORTER
RENOVATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT

have attracted many new residents to the West Loop over the
past 20 years, and soon, they
may be able to enjoy a public
library in the neighborhood,

according to Ald. Walter Burnett
(27th Ward).
Burnett and real estate investment and development company
Sterling Bay Co. are working
together to create the public
library in the Fulton Market area.
“It will be good for convenience,”
he said. “Not only will it be for the

West Loop, it will also be for the
neighbors of River West. It will
cover a lot of territory. We’re basically putting a public service in the
area that previously did not have a
lot of residential [areas].”
Plans for the library are not
final, Burnett said, but the project with Sterling Bay and City

Hall has commitments to help
with funding.
“Once [Sterling Bay] starts to
develop, then we [will] have more
information,” Burnett explained.
The corner of Green and
Halsted streets is the likely site
for the library, close to Skinner
West Elementary School and
the Chicago Children’s Theatre,
according to Burnett.
Jacqui Russell, artistic director and co-founder of Chicago
Children’s Theatre, said she is
excited to see the plans for the
new library come to life, especially because the library would
be near the children’s theater.
She also said that it will be a great
community space for residents of
the area.
“It’s going to be fantastic,” she
said. “We’ve been partnering
with the Chicago Public Libraries
since we’ve started the company;
they’re a great partner, and I
think it’s a good thing for us and
the whole community.”
According to Chairman Matt
Letourneau of the Development

Downtown Parking

Committee for Neighbors of
West Loop, the entire community is looking forward to the new
neighborhood addition.
Letourneau explained that,
depending on what the space
becomes, it would be an ideal
spot for a variety of programs that
would benefit the community.
“Our organization is excited to
see things like this happening, and
we have a lot of things we hope to
see in the neighborhood,” he said.
“It’s good to see things like this
catch the imagination of the community and the attention of the
alderman. We’re looking forward
to seeing what it becomes.”
Several developments in the
West Loop in the past 20 years
have attracted many new residents to the area, Burnett said.
To accommodate them, the area
requires more public services, he
added.
“The area is demanding all of the
amenities that most other communities have,” Burnett said.
tmorris@chroniclemail.com
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CPS puts emphasis on
powerful principals
» COURTNEY WOLFE
METRO REPORTER
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS and The
Chicago Public Education Fund
launched a new citywide effort
to ensure all public schools have
quality principals.
The new Chicago Principal
Partnership launched Nov. 3 based
on a recommendation from the

Principal Quality Working Group,
one of a series of working groups
CPS established in Fall 2015.
“The partnership is based on
strong work already going on in
Chicago,” said Chaula Gupta,
vice president of Program and
Investments at CPEF.
The working group contacted education administration
experts, principals and education

organizations for data on principal
quality and guidance about how
to make Chicago the best city for
principals, according to Gupta.
“We do think principal leadership matters a lot when it comes
to making sure our schools are
delivering,” Gupta said.
The program model builds on
existing work from other schools,
and as it moves forward, CPS will
figure out where requirements
might remain, Gupta said.
She added that the Principal
Partnership website has already
started helping connect aspiring
principals and hiring managers

» SARAH IMPOLA/CHRONICLE
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and providing better data on
potential school leaders.
CPS did not respond to requests
for comment as of press time.
Barbara Rieckhoff, program director for Educational Leadership
at DePaul University, one of the
groups involved in the Principal
Partnership, said a high quality
principal is immensely important
to a school’s success.
“It cannot be emphasized
enough how important it is to
have a good principal,” Rieckhoff
said. “Effective principals put
students and their learning first
and foremost. They set goals and
the direction of the school. They
understand the culture and how
to collaborate with parents and
community groups.”
The Polk Bros. Foundation,
another organization in the partnership, focuses on providing services for low-income individuals
and has been contributing to public
education in Chicago for years,
according to CEO Gillian Darlow.
Darlow, who joined the CPEF
Board recently and has been

involved in the partnership,
said the Polk Bros. Foundation
donates $20 million–$25 million
to Chicago organizations every
year, and a large portion of that
usually goes to education.
According to Darlow, local
school councils hire the majority
of the principals, while CPS leadership hires some and the Charter
Board hires charter school principals. In total, there are more than
5,500 people involved in hiring
CPS principals, and it is important
they have the tools to effectively
hire the right people, Darlow said.
“The goal of the Principal
Partnership is to make sure [the]
hiring process happens well, and
the people in positions of hiring
are getting the right data,” Darlow
said. “This kind of focused effort
has already been bearing positive
results, and now it’s a doubling
effort to make it even better. I’m
encouraged to think of the kind
of improvement that can be seen
in our schools.”
cwolfe@chroniclemail.com
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were not given warnings on the
addictive risks of pain medication.
She added that they were not given
addictive tendency screening prior
to taking pain medication, putting
them at risk for dependency.
“[Opioid addicts] have a psychological and physiological dependence,” Lohmiller said. “They end
up exaggerating their pain ratings
in order to get more [medication].”
Chicago is one of a handful of
local or state governments around
the country to have filed lawsuits
against pharmaceutical manufacturers, accusing them of deliberately downplaying the addictive
risks of their painkillers and
misleading physician prescribing,
which has driven some of patients
to become addicts.
Lohmiller said patients whose
prescriptions run out should be
referred to a different medical professional and provided alternative
methods of treatment in order to
prevent addiction.
Guggenheim said she agreed
with Lohmiller’s recommendation

and added that a second opinion
from a different provider should
be mandatory.
Ritesh Shah, an orthopedic surgeon who primarily deals with hip
and knee pain, said he has seen
numerous patients who want to
avoid surgery and turn to addictive pain medication to deal with
injuries instead.
Shah said nonopioid treatments
like anesthetics, such as EXPAREL,
which is injected around the area
of pain during surgery in order to
avoid post-surgery pain medication,
should be encouraged.
The license requirements are a
continuation of the city’s efforts to
combat the growing number of opioid-and heroin-related deaths, as
reported Oct. 17 by The Chronicle.
Guggenheim applauded the city’s
efforts and thinks these requirements will lead to a better future.
“[Now], if you are prescribing
[opioids], somebody is watching,”
Guggenheim said.
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
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» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
A multi-alarm fire broke out Nov. 22 at the historic Old Post Office Building, 404 W. Harrison St., which is under renovation.
Fire officials attributed the fire to a pile of oily rags igniting.
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